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When we admire the sun downing in the sea, we ignore for a while our Copernican world view. For a moment we are Ptolemaics who do not see the earth spinning on its axis, but the sun moving down as it orbits around the earth. Thereby we hardly realise that both, the Copernican and the Ptolemaic approaches, are suited to describe the orbits of the heavenly bodies adequately. For instance, both enable to predict eclipses, although the Ptolemaic approach may require more arithmetic work.

Ptolemaic and Copernican approaches represent two ways of looking at the same set of phenomena that concern the orbits of the heavenly bodies. When reading the present book, I felt confronted with an analogous duality with respect to cognitive social psychology. I even had the impression that instead of "A sociocognitive approach to social norms", a more appropriate title would have been: "A socionormative approach to social cognition". Indeed, while, in line with the American tradition, mainstream Western social psychology approaches social psychological phenomena from the perspective of the individual involved in those processes, the present book continues the French Durkheimian tradition looking at social psychological phenomena from a societal rather than individual perspective. I use the term "societal" rather than "social" because the latter term is adopted and integrated by the individual approach, sociality being advanced as an individual attribute and part and parcel of the individual's implicit personality theory (e.g.: Rosenberg & Sedlak, 1972).

The difference between the individual and societal perspective may be best illustrated by a central theme of the book, which is a well-known phenomenon referred to by individual-oriented social psychologists as the "fundamental attribution error". However, what may be a judgmental "error" from the epistemological perspective of the individual processor of information, is conceived from the societal perspective as the manifestation of a social norm referred to as the "norm of internality".  

Actually "norm" is the key concept stressed by the editor in the introductory chapter and by the various contributors who provided the subsequent chapters. It is through prescriptive behavioral and judgmental norms that the society impacts on the individual. Another key concept is "social utility", advanced as the ground on which the norms are founded. At the same time, the authors, who call their approach "socio-cognitive" rather than "socio-normative", are fully alive for what's going on at the level of individual cognitive functioning. So it may not surprise to find a chapter (by Floch and Somat) relating the norm of internality and its social utility to cognitive functioning. In this respect the book fits in with the familiar individual-oriented approach. It offers a series of reviews of theory and hardcore experimental social psychological research dealing with familiar issues that, however, are framed in an unfamiliar, perhaps surprising, but certainly refreshing, way.
 
As it was mentioned yet, the norm of internality forms a central theme. Dubois, Loose, Matteucci and Selleri devote a full chapter to its acquisition and development.In another chapter, Pansu, Bressoux and Louche review and discuss research on the the norm of internality in education and organizations. Other chapters deal with methodological issues such as research paradigms (Gilibert and Cambon) and procedures of measure (Jouffre). Testé has taken care of a chapter on conformity and deviance, after all obvious themes in a book on social norms. Meanwhile the sociocognitive--or societal--approach has generated a differential psychological variable: normative clearsightedness or knowledge of the normative (or counternormative) character of particular types of behavior and judgment. Although Py and Ginet conclude their chapter on that topic with the consideration that a lot remains to be done, they also report some interesting results such as about the way clearsighted subjects deal with forced compliance.

The most intriguing contributions may be the chapters "Judgment norms, social utility and individualism" (Beauvois), and "Normativity and evaluative knowledge" (Tarquinio, Leonova, Robert, and Guingouain).In these chapters the societal approach has been extended to issues that are pre-eminently associated with the individual-oriented approach. Hence it may not surprise that in those chapters the societal approach faces particular difficulties (in Beauvois' words: "enigmas" or "contradictions"). I have the paradoxical feeling that many difficulties follow from the authors' reluctance to think through the ultimate implications of their approach. At present it looks like they want to divide the social psychological cake between the individual-oriented and societal oriented approaches rather than to consider both approaches as two angels to look from at the same cake. This may be illustrated by the way the concepts of social desirability and social utility have been handled.

"Social desirability" has been assigned to the individual oriented province. It concerns the approach-avoidance related affective meaning represented by the evaluative factor of the semantic differential and social perceptual dimensions related to likeability such as the social good-bad dimension underlying implicit personality theory (Rosenberb & Sedlak, 1972). It involves properties such as nice, pleasant, honest, etc. that make for an attractive partner in an interpersonal relationship. One may wonder, however, whether social desirability can be confined to the individual-oriented approach. Some problems pointed out by Beauvois follow from research outcomes suggesting links between social desirability and social utility. Similar observations argue for a theoretical distinction between two concepts of social desirability, one defined from the individual perspective, the other from the societal perspective. The societal variant of desirability would not coincide with social utility. While the individual-oriented variant may concern honesty, generosity, etc. with respect to one's neighbour, also the societal variant may concern honesty, generosity, etc., but with respect to the group or society one belongs to. Individual and societal evaluation may be highly correlated, but I would not be surprised if, for instance, "friendly" would be more desirable from the individual perspective than from the societal perspective, while "honest" would be highly desirable from any perspective. 

Distinguishing between individual and societal variants of desirability, we may deal with a particular difficulty I encountered in the chapter on normativity and evaluative knowledge. The authors review research regarding Beauvois and Dubois' conception of evaluative trait meaning in terms of OB (others' behavior). OBs are "social affordances" or potential behaviors others can or must have with possessors of the traits (e.g., honest: one can lend them money). Reviewed evidence confirms that the OBs associated with traits reflect the traits' evaluative meaning. At this point the question arises which evaluative meaning variant is involved: individual-oriented social desirability or society-oriented social utility. The authors of the chapter have opted for the latter societal variant. However, in a recent study, published after the book, it was found that the OBs vary along an approach-avoidance dimension whereby the approach-avoidance values of the OBs are highly correlated with the social desirability values of the traits the OBs are associated with (Peeters, Cornelissen, & Pandelaere, 2003). At a first glance this outcome contradicts the authors' societal interpretation of OB related evaluative meaning unless we would assume that societal rather than the individual desirability is involved. In this way the contradiction mentioned may be reduced, although there remains the problem that the "societal" desirability is still to be distinguished from the societal "utility" advanced by the authors. Fortunately, the approach-avoidance component does not exhaust the meaning of the OBs, and it is feasible that future research will demonstrate the presence of an "utility" component as well. 

"Social utility" is the evaluative meaning variant associated with the societal perspective. It involves individual properties that enable the individual to contribute to the well-functioning of society. Those properties are related to combined activity and potency (dynamism) of the semantic differential and to power-related social perceptual dimensions such as the intellectual good-bad dimension of implicit personality theory (Rosenberg & Sedlak, 1972). Examples are: ambitious, intelligent, hard-working, etc. It may be evident that these traits represent a high potential of utility, but the question remains if the possessors of the traits are inclined to use that potential for the benefit of society rather than for their own benefit. In this respect, also the concept of "utility" seems to involve an individual and a societal variant. In that case societal "desirability" could be related to the degree that possessors of a high utility potential are expected to use their potential in a way beneficial (versus harmful) for society. 

So far some comments. The conclusion to be drawn is that this is a fascinating and thought provoking book that I can only recommend. As mentioned, it looks at a number of social psychological phenomena from a different "societal" perspective that may complete the individual-oriented mainstream perspective. However, also readers who stick to the individual-oriented perspective may appreciate the extensive review of studies that so far were only available in French. Many research outcomes are reported that can be looked at also from the individual-oriented perspective, in the way the orbits mapped by Ptolemaic astronomers can also be looked at from the Copernican perspective. And as to the question which approach, either the societal or the individual-oriented one, deserves the flattering epithet "Copernican", I leave the decision to the reader. 
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